
 
 

A Gruesome Betrayal 

The Times found Hollywood-backed animal activist Marc Ching staged videos of dogs 

being tortured and killed, ran a charity that engaged in troubling financial practices 

and treated cats and dogs without a license. He now faces criminal charges. 

 

 

A tip from a dog lover led to a yearlong investigation by Los Angeles Times reporters 

Paul Pringle, Alene Tchekmedyian and David Pierson that produced shocking 

findings about one of the most prominent animal rights activists in the world, Marc 

Ching.  

 

As a result of the trio’s reporting, Los Angeles prosecutors have charged Ching with a 

variety of crimes that could send him to jail for more than six years. The Times 

investigation of Ching and his Animal Hope and Wellness Foundation also triggered 

an ongoing criminal probe by the California attorney general’s office and an inquiry 

by the FBI. 

 

The reporters’ efforts began after a German animal rights activist who had been a 

foundation supporter sent Pringle a confidential email that raised questions about 

Ching’s widely publicized exploits as a rescuer of dogs from meat markets in Asia, 

where they are butchered for human food. Ching regularly posted on the foundation’s 

social media platforms horrifying videos and photos he shot of dogs being burned to 

death with a blowtorch, hanged and beaten, and otherwise brutalized in the 

slaughterhouses.  

 

The images helped Ching raise millions of dollars for the foundation, with the backing 

of some of the biggest names in Hollywood. He had become a celebrity himself in the 

international animal rights community and the subject of glowing profiles by major 

media outlets.  

 

Another side of Ching emerged from the investigation by Pringle, Tchekmedyian and 

Pierson. Their reporting included interviews with sources in nine countries on three 

continents; examinations of more than 1,500 pages of financial statements, tax returns, 

corporate registrations, veterinary records, court filings and other government 

documents, in addition to hundreds of social media posts and internal text messages 

and emails. The reporters reviewed hours of raw footage filmed on Ching’s trips 

showing dogs being tortured and killed in various Asian countries. They broke the 



videos down frame by frame and commissioned a forensic analysis of them. They 

tracked down animal rights activists and dog meat butchers in some of the most 

remote areas of Cambodia and Indonesia, contacting them repeatedly even as the 

emerging coronavirus in Asia made such reporting nearly impossible. And they 

unearthed records detailing a violent kidnapping previously committed by Ching that 

sent him to prison for nearly a decade before he transformed himself into an animal 

rights icon. 

 

Ching initially pledged to cooperate in the story but quickly pivoted to issuing 

repeated legal threats against the reporters and The Times. After learning that its 

former executive director spoke to the newspaper, Ching’s foundation filed a lawsuit 

against her that clearly was intended to silence her and the reporters’ other sources.  

 

The threats and the lawsuit did not work. Pringle, Tchekmedyian and Pierson 

unearthed solid evidence that Ching staged some of the most gruesome scenes of 

animal torture and killings in Asia, and that he fabricated or exaggerated claims of 

abused dogs here. The reporters found that his foundation engaged in troubling 

financial practices, such as the withdrawal of more than $350,000 in cash from the 

charity’s bank accounts. Veterinarians told the reporters that Ching practiced 

veterinary medicine without a license through his for-profit pet food business. 

 

Despite publicly attacking the reporters’ integrity, Ching and the directors of his 

foundation did not ask for any corrections to The Times’ stories, which were error 

free. The reporting won praise from animal rights activists and others who said they 

long had suspected Ching had engaged in wrongdoing but felt powerless to do 

anything about it. They included people whose complaints about him to law 

enforcement and regulatory agencies went unheeded, in some cases for years. 

 

 

 


